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A consistent top-producer at the company’s renowned Sunset Strip Brokerage, 
Gwen has received numerous awards for outstanding performance. She’s a  
Sotheby’s International Realty Global Advisor - China, and Creator of East West 
Real Estate Specialists, designed to assist global investors in their commercial 
and residential California acquisitions. Gwen counts many musical and film 
performers among her client roster, which has resulted in her becoming a 
canyon specialist in the city she so loves.

An award-winning actress and author, Gwen holds B.A. and M.S. degrees, as 
well as a Spanish Language Certificate from Monterey’s renowned Defense 
Language Institute. Gwen has had three novels published by Waldorf Press 
and Creativia: The Fly Strip, Inside Sam Lerner, and With Wanton Disregard. 
Her children’s book, The Monster Zoo, will be published in 2019. Gwen believes 
everyone is unique and special. “My goal is to provide the best service possible, 
which is what each of my valued clients deserves. For me, every new client is a 
forever client.”

323.252.1700 | gwenbanta@gmail.com 
#GETACQUAINTED
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Excellent communication and negotiation skills became the fundamental cor-
nerstones to Tory Herald’s highly-successful 20-year career as a respected         
Hollywood casting director. Today, in real estate, she enlists those same essential 
and vital qualities to ensure the goals of her buyers and sellers. 

Tory has further broadened the expanse of her business by forging a connec-
tive network encompassing all aspects of real estate investment: residential, 
commercial, industrial, land, mixed-use, multi-unit, etc. Her Asian-based net- 
work, East-West Real Estate Property Specialists, offers real estate services     
beyond the acquisition or sale of a property.

Capitalizing on her bicultural background and experience, and supported in the 
worldwide marketplace by the presence of Sotheby’s International Realty, Tory is 
able to provide unsurpassed service to her discerning clientele locally, regionally 
and globally.

310.985.2719 | toryherald@yahoo.com 
#GETACQUAINTED
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